Chapter 3552
After that, Charlie looked at Warnia and said, “Warnia, you should arrange for
the bus to take everyone to Shangri-La for a short rest.”
Warnia immediately agreed and softly said, “Master Wade, don’t worry, I will
arrange everyone well.”
“Good.” Charlie once again arched his hand to the crowd and said with a
clasped fist, “Ladies and gentlemen, later on, is the Wade Family Ancestor
Sacrifice Ceremony,”
“So I would like you all to go to the hotel to rest first, and after the Sacrifice
Ceremony is over, I will see you there first!”
The crowd also knew that the Wade family ancestral ceremony was held only
once every twelve years, and it was solemn and private, and it was not a public
ceremony, so it was not appropriate for the people to stay here and watch.
So, everyone bid farewell to Charlie and Zhongquan and left Waderest on the
bus arranged by Warnia and Nanako, heading for the Shangri-La Hotel in
Eastcliff.
After a number of buses left, except for the members of the Cataclysmic Front
kneeling on the ground and the Su family, the rest were all Wade family
members and the butler Leon.
Cataclysmic Front to Joseph as the head, nearly a hundred people in a
pyramid shape neatly kneeling in worship, these people are in a posture of the
legs together, arms bent at the same time with forehead knocked on the
ground.
After all, they are all practitioners, so everyone kneels at the same angle and
posture, looking neat and tidy.

Moreover, they were all kneeling on the ground in a state of unparalleled
piety.
In particular, kneeling at the forefront is Joseph, even if the expression hidden
within the bend of the arm, is full of shame.
And the Su family father and son, although they did not dare to slacken, but
after all, the body strength can not support, kneeling not long, the body can
not support, so they can only let the upper body lying on the ground.
So, the two’s kneeling posture is not perfect.
The Wade family, Andrew, Morgan, and others, looked at Charlie
apprehensively, afraid that he would settle accounts with them at this time.
Charlie watched the bus convoy descend the mountain, slowly turned around,
stared at the Wade family with a torch-like gaze, and said in a cold voice:
“Today, in front of the ancestors of the Wade family, I officially take over the
Wade family’s large and small affairs,”
“And the first thing I do after taking over is to give the soft-boned Wade
family heirs a good calcium supplement!”
Hearing Charlie’s words, the weak-hearted crowd couldn’t help but shiver,
they looked at Charlie’s stance, they knew he was going to start liquidating.
At this moment, just by a word he took away the family power from the old
man Wade, he spoke: “Charlie! This situation of the Wade family today, it is
really necessary to rectify it! You must not be lenient just because you care
about your family!”
Charlie nodded and said coldly, “Of course! Some of the Wade family’s
descendants, in order to live on, do not hesitate to leave the Wade family’s

dignity and interests behind, do not hesitate to give up the ancestral graves
and family business,”
“And even prepared mourning clothes in advance to pray for forgiveness for
those who are not relatives, these people, and when the national crisis, what is
the difference between the traitors who betrayed the enemy and surrendered?
All the Wade family members carrying mourning clothes were so nervous that
their legs were shaking.
Cynthia, who was most scornful of Charlie, knelt on the ground with a poof,
choked with snot and tears, “Charlie …… aunt was wrong …… aunt is sorry to
the ancestors of the Wade family ……”
“You are now the head of the Wade family, no matter how you chastise, aunt
will never complain ……”
While crying, she pulled out the mourning clothes hidden in her arms and
threw them on the ground, crying with remorse, “Charlie, please, for the sake
of the first aunt to know the mistake and admit the punishment, be lenient to
aunt, from now on I will not commit it again ……”
Andrew, Changyun, and others instantly looked dumbfounded.
They also wondered, the character of the most intense Cynthia how she can be
first to admit the fault today, it turns out, she wants to grab a headline for a
lighter sentence ah!
Andrew’s teeth itch with hate, in the heart he cursed: “Cynthia, in the end, your
brain knows how to grow? Even the wallflower is not as fast as her reaction!”

